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Traditional Chinese edition of GREAT BY CHOICE: Uncertainty, Chaos, and Luck--Why Some Thrive Despite Them All
by Jim Collins and Morten T. Hansen. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Happiness is the ultimate goal for so many of us, but why does it often feel like a destination that’s completely
unreachable?Everybody wants a better life, yet for so long we have been looking in all the wrong places and directing our
focus outwards for solutions that can only be found on the inside. In this book, Niyc Pidgeon offers the missing piece of
the puzzle to help you stop chasing your joy and finally start feeling it!Grounded in Niyc’s training as a Positive
Psychologist and her many years of coaching experience, Now Is Your Chance offers a 30-day guide to creating
powerful, purposeful and meaningful change. It does not require any external resources – there’s nothing new to buy,
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sign up for or schedule, and no other person to call on. You already have everything you need to start and
succeed.Inspiring, motivating and practical, this programme shows you how to create a life filled with authentic and
lasting joy. With this book, you have no excuse to put off your happiness until tomorrow – Now Is Your Chance.
A BLUEPRINT for SUCCESS is the architectural rendition of what success should look like. It will give you the detail and
various views of the concept. It is no secret that achieving goals is a personal and individual pursuit. Your goals are
invariably different to those of your neighbor. One important secret in pursuing your goal is in your ability to identify it
clearly and distinctly. Accomplishing any goal for success requires us to make changes to the identified
product/service/present condition or situation, in order to produce what we are trying to achieve. While difficult to define
success succinctly, we have been given many pointers along the way. Successful and well-known people have always
given us food for thought. A few examples are: "Don't let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do." John R.
Wooden "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step." Lao Tzu "What the mind can conceive, it can
achieve." Napoleon Hill "If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door." Milton Berle The Celebrity Experts(R) in this book
have dedicated themselves to their goals. Their blueprints include the good, the bad and the ugly. They are not afraid of
success or failure. Their experiences will guide and mentor you as you pursue your own goals and begin designing your
own SUCCESS BLUEPRINT.
All In is Laura Massaro's honest, raw and personal story of how she became one of the greatest squash players the UK
has ever produced. From a shy, young athlete sometimes crippled by nerves and self-doubt, to a World No.1 and World
Champion in an intense, gruelling sport, All In takes you on a deeply personal and inspiring journey. Laura is candid
about the struggles of balancing relationships off the court with success on it, not least with her coach and husband
Danny, and she takes you behind the scenes on the darkly competitive world of the professional squash circuit. From her
battles on court to her fight behind the scenes to establish equal prizemoney at squash's biggest tournament, this is a
rollercoaster ride of emotions that takes the reader into the head and heart of one of the world's most accomplished
sportswomen. All In is a story of tears, turmoil and, ultimately, triumph. – Featuring guest chapters from Laura’s close
team as well actual diary entries from the time, Laura Massaro’s All In gives an in-depth insight into the realities of
competing at the highest level of one of the world’s most gruelling sports. – “Laura Massaro embodies everything when
it comes to being ALL IN. Her story is inspiring because it show that you don’t have to be the most talented, the fastest
or the most skilful in order to reach the top. What you need is the mindset and Laura’s mindset made her one of the
toughest competitors out there.” Amanda Sobhy No.1 US squash player “A unique insight into one of Britain’s unsung
sporting champions.” Nick Matthew, former World No.1 squash player
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Accelerate your journey to financial freedom with the tools, strategies, and mindset of money mastery. Regardless of
your stage of life and your current financial picture, the quest for financial freedom can indeed be conquered. The journey
will demand the right tools and strategies along with the mindset of money mastery. With decades of collective wisdom
and hands-on experience, your guides for this expedition are Peter Mallouk, the only man in history to be ranked the #1
Financial Advisor in the U.S. for three consecutive years by Barron’s (2013, 2014, 2015), and Tony Robbins, the worldrenowned life and business strategist. Mallouk and Robbins take the seemingly daunting goal of financial freedom and
simplify it into a step-by-step process that anyone can achieve. The pages of this book are filled with real-life success
stories and vital lessons, such as… • Why the future is better than you think and why there is no greater time in history to
be an investor • How to chart your personally tailored course for financial security • How markets behave and how to
achieve peace of mind during volatility • What the financial services industry doesn’t want you to know • How to select a
financial advisor that puts your interests first • How to navigate, select, or reject the many types of investments available
• Success without fulfillment is the ultimate failure! Financial freedom is not only about money—it’s about feeling deeply
fulfilled in your own personal journey “Want an eye-opening guide to money management—one that tells it like it is and
will make you laugh along the way? Peter Mallouk’s tour of the financial world is a tour de force that’ll change the way
you think about money.” —Jonathan Clements, Former Columnist for The Wall Street Journal “Robbins is the best
economic moderator that I’ve ever worked with. His mission to bring insights from the world’s greatest financial minds to
the average investor is truly inspiring.” —Alan Greenspan, Former Federal Reserve Chairman “Tony is a force of nature.”
—Jack Bogle, Founder of Vanguard
Business magic and disruptive innovation First comes the magic, and then the magic becomes the reality You may think
you know what magic is. Abracadabra, hocus-pocus. Forget about it. Magic? Magic is what human beings do. It’s just
that some do it a lot better than others. Business strategies from the world's greatest magicians: This book takes
everything that three remarkable authors?a corporate strategist, the former acting director of the CIA, and a worldrenowned magician?have learned about magic and packs it into a unique framework that captures the best of this art
form and relates it directly to key lessons applicable to a wide variety of business enterprises. The authors’ objective is
not to create a new generation of magicians, but to adapt nine strategies of the world’s greatest magicians and inspire
boundless imagination, bolster innovation, energize leadership, and spark success in any business. At the core of
Creating Business Magic is the belief that imagination can make magicians of us all. Magic and disruptive innovation:
Each chapter opens with a scenario depicting a pivotal historic moment in magic?from Harry Houdini to Doug Henning to
Penn and Teller to David Copperfield?and uses it as a starting point to explore how the magical technique employed can
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create a fertile environment for industry disruptive innovation and propel a company light years ahead of the competition.
The nine disruptive strategies presented by the authors demonstrate how to: • Anticipate the next trends out of thin air •
Create remarkable new products that wow customers • Launch marketing and advertising campaigns that will mesmerize
“aspirationals” • Make dazzling sales presentations • Resolve seemingly unsolvable business dilemmas • Inspire teams
with resilient change leadership in which the “status quo” is never acceptable and each year the organization
incorporates new “tricks” into its act Business magic: Specifically designed for companies seeking to achieve the
transformative, innovative results of the authors’ illustrious corporate and political clientele?GE, Apple, Coca-Cola,
Disney, Microsoft, Google, NBC, five Nobel Prize winners, and even President Barack Obama?Creating Business Magic
is both an authoritative business management book and a spectacular, entertaining read.
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This book is about my journey - is it like yours? In 1998 QVC presenter Debbie Flint found herself more than two stone
overweight, under stress and in need of help. Enter Freedom Eating. This natural weight loss method helped Debbie
break free from Food Prison and un-learn all the bad habits from a lifetime of 'starting again on Monday'. Till the Fat Lady
Slims contains some painful secrets which many readers will find all too familiar. The book also includes material
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covering the dangers of sugar, information on how to use Debbie's method alongside traditional dieting and many
testimonials from successful slimmers. After a tough decade, Debbie has once again taken back control and regained her
right to be slim. And so can you. Break out of Food Prison with Freedom Eating!
Creating Business MagicHow the Power of Magic Can Inspire, Innovate, and Revolutionize Your BusinessMango Media
Inc.
Tony Robbins was conceived born as Anthony J. Mahavoric on February 29, 1960, in Los Angeles, California, USA. He
is of Croatian cause and embraced his stepfather's last name Robbins further down the road. He was brought up in
Azusa and went to 'Glendora High School.'
??????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of THE STORY OF EDGAR SAWTELLE: A Novel. It is a passionate, absorbing and riveting
debut novel by David Wroblewski. In this captivating story, the author illustrates a boy hero Edgar who is born mute and
has a preternatural ability to communicate with the dogs and his family's odyssey. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?? ???? ???•????Bradley
Nelson? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????HealersLibrary.com???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
Methods of buying are changing rapidly-- and the rules of marketing and public relations need to change along with them.
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Social media, real-time marketing and other online techniques must supplement your off-line methods. Scott provides
actionable strategies that can be implemented immediately.

"With [this book], you'll wake up energized by the momentum you've unleashed, an energy that will only increase with each new
accomplishment and breakthrough. And you'll discover the peace and sense of self-respect that comes only to those who follow through and
bring their Purpose to life"--Amazon.com.
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Three-dimensional stereoviews were wildly popular in the mid–19th century. Yet public infatuation fueled highbrow scorn, and even when
they fell from favor, critics retained their disdain. Thus a dazzling body of photographic work has unjustly been buried. This book explores
how compelling images were made by carefully combining subject matter, composition, lighting, tonality, blocking and depth. It draws upon
the fine arts, the mass media, humanities, history, and even geology. Throughout, overlooked photographers are celebrated, such as the one
who found extraordinary visual parallels within nature, anticipating Cézanne and Seurat—or the one who refused to play favorites during a
bitter war and found humanity on both sides—or the one who took a favorite American glen and found menace all about. Stereographers were
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actually more like film directors or television producers than large format photographers: the best ones fused artistry with commercial appeal.
The Way of the Quiet Warrior: 90-Days to the Life You Desire is a unique hybrid of guide and fable. Mingling clear, non-fiction explanations of
Tom Dutta's revolutionary Way of the Quiet Warrior formula for success with fictional tales designed to illustrate those concepts, this book is
designed to be highly readable and engaging. With more than three decades of experience in the corporate world, Dutta is perfectly
positioned to identify and address the unmet needs and unresolved issues of CEOs, leaders and executives the world over.
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